
Rule 8: Regular nouns are usually made plural by the addition of -s. 

SINGULAR 

 

PLURAL 

 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

computer 
flight 

 

computers 
flights 

manager 
magazine 

 

managers 
magazines 

Rule 9: Nouns ending in s, x, z, ch, sh, and ss are made plural by the addition of -es. 

11'0 

Plurals and Possessives 

Although we often have fun with others' mistakes regarding word choice, 
including the misuse of plurals and possessives, we want to prevent such 
errors because these mistakes reflect a certain amount of illiteracy on our 
ability to communicate. The goals of this section include 
an increased fluency in using plurals and possessives: 

Learning Goals 
Upon completing the lessons in Chapter 4, you should 
be able to: 
✓ Spell correctly the plural forms of nouns, including 

regular nouns; compound nouns; nouns ending in y, 
f, fe, and o; irregular nouns; and numbers and sym-
bols, 

✓ Write correctly all possessive forms of nouns, 
including both singular and plural possessives. 

✓ Spell correctly other words presented in the special 
exercises. 

"Mrs. Clinton Praises Poor 

Legal Services." 

—from the Salt Lake City 
Deseret News, 1/28/96 

"The rivers corporate park 

is zoned for manufacturing 

people." 

—from an ad in the 
Baltimore Sun 

Name 	  

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 

bonus bonuses bush bushes 
duplex duplexes branch branches 
blitz blitzes address addresses 

Directions: On the line, write the plural of each noun listed in the Singular Column. 

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR 	PLURAL 

1. book 6. glass 

2. church 7. medal 

3. creditor 8. office 

4. dish 9. tax 

5. document 10. waltz 
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Name 	  
Plural of Words Ending in y, f, fe, and o 
This page introduces three guidelines for adding plurals to nouns, followed by an exercise using these guide-
lines. Additional practice is found in Exercise 4-1 on the template diskette. 

R ule 10: Nouns ending in y preceded by a vowel are made plural by the addition of s. Nouns end-
ing in y preceded by a consonant are made plural by changing the y to i and adding -es. 
Proper nouns ending in y are made plural by the addition of -s. 

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 

festivity festivities attorney attorneys 
floppy floppies trolley trolleys 
dormitory dormitories Mary Marys 

R ule 11: Generally, nouns ending in f or fe are made plural by the addition of -s. However, some 
nouns ending in f are made plural by changing the f to v and adding -es. (Note: Because 
no rule exists as to when -s is added to form the plural and when the plural is changed 
to -yes, a dictionary should be checked when questions arise.) 

SINGULAR PLURAL 
	

SINGULAR PLURAL 

chief 	chiefs 	 cafe 	cafes 
knife 	knives 	 life 	lives 

R ule 12: Nouns ending in o preceded by a vowel are made plural by the addition of -s. 
some nouns ending in o preceded by a consonant are made plural by the 
-es. (Note: Pluralize musical terms ending in o by adding -s.) 

SINGULAR 

alto 
curio 
rodeo 

PLURAL 

altos 
curios 
rodeos 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

mottoes 
potatoes 
torpedoes 

motto 
potato 
torpedo 

 

Directions: In these sentences, rewrite each word in parentheses on the blank line to make the word plural. 

1. The (chef) 	 of the state's five (academy) 	 decided that (candy) 	  
will not be available in the schools; but fruits, including (cherry) 	  and (tomato) 

	 , will be sold. 
2. The five (soprano) 	 , three tenors, three (alto) 	 , and two (contralto) 

	  will be recording in Music Hall's two (studio) 	 within the next week. 

3. Tightening the (scarf) 	 around their necks, the sailors' (wife) 	 met 

the incoming ship, sharing their mutual (belief) 	 that the men had been true to them. 

0  For additional practice, complete Exercise 4-1 on the template 
diskette. 

However, 
addition of 
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Plurals of Compounds 

Rule 13 Hyphenated compound nouns and compound nouns written as more than one word are 
made plural by the addition of -s to the principal term. Unhyphenated compound nouns 
written as one word are usually made plural by the addition of -s to the last term, unless 
the last term is a noun with an irregular plural. 

milli 	 SINGULAR 	PLURAL 	 SINGULAR 	PLURAL 

spoonful 	spoonfuls 	database 	databases 
built-in 	built-ins 	 attorney at law 	attorneys at law 

n brother-in-law 	brothers-in-law 	stepchild 	stepchildren 

lii) 	Directions: Each sentence contains at least one singular compound noun printed in parentheses and fol- 
lowed by a blank line. On the blank line, write the plural form of the singular compound noun to complete 

"I 	the meaning of the sentence. 

.." 	1. See if you can schedule two local (campground) 	 for our summer scout activity. 

1.1 	2. My three (child) 	  are all university graduates. 

3. "Sony, our (dishwasher) 	 are running behind schedule," our server explained. 

4. Susan Bell is the latest of several (district attorney) 

 

to run for political office. 

 

5. Half the airplanes had their (landing gear) 
	

in place before everything was sorted out. 

6. All (markdown) 	  for discounted merchandise are subject to sales tax. 

7. (Open house) 	  will be held during September and October to display the new homes. 

"79 
	

8. As you proofread, check carefully for proper use of commas and (question mark) 	  

9. Silver medals will be awarded at the podium to all (runner-up) 	  

10. Our bank accepts both (walk-in) 	  and (drive-in) 

I 
Gain additional practice in using plural compounds as you complete 

	 Exercise 4-2 on the template diskette. 

J 
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SINGULAR 
	

PLURAL 

die 
	 dice 

foot 
	

feet 
goose 	geese 

SINGULAR 

louse 
mouse 
tooth 

PLURAL 

lice 
mice 
teeth 

- Name 	  

Plurals of Irregular Nouns and Foreign Nouns 

Rule 14: Irregular nouns are made plural through changes within the word. Because each noun 
takes its own form, consult a dictionary when in doubt. 

R ule 15: Today many foreign nouns have been Americanized and no longer apply the guidelines 
indicated below. These Americanized words simply add -s or -es to the singular form. 
However, other foreign nouns retain their original plurals, as illustrated below, although 
some dictionaries even Americanize these plurals. When in doubt, check an up-to-date 
dictionary. 

a changes to ae (seldom used) 
us changes to i 
is changes to es 
eau changes to eaux (seldom used) 
urn changes to a 
on changes to a 
ix or ex changes to ces 

SINGULAR 

alumna 
alumnus 
analysis 
chateau 
datum 
phenomenon 
appendix 

PLURAL 

alumnae (feminine) 
alumni 	(masculine) 
analyses 
chateaux 
data 
phenomena 
appendices 

Choose the English plural in foreign nouns having both English and foreign plurals. 

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 

bureau bureaus index indexes 
formula formulas memorandum memorandums (or memoranda) 
analysis analyses emphasis emphases 

Directions: Using the above guidelines, write the plural of each singular irregular or foreign noun on the 
blank line. 

 

SINGULAR 	PLURAL 

 

SINGULAR 

crisis 
criterion 
goose 
neurosis 
trousseau 

 

PLURAL 

          

1. antenna 
2. axis 
3. bronchus 
4. chateau 
5. consortium 

    

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

   

       

       

       

       

MI Use irregular and foreign nouns in context as you complete Exercise 
, 	 4-3 on the template diskette. 
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"*) 	Name 	  

Singular and Plural Nouns 

R ule 16: Some nouns appear plural in form but are singular in use. 
aerobics 	 mathematics 

" 1. 	 luggage 	 news 

R ule 7: Some nouns are always plural in use. 
cattle 	 proceeds 	 thanks 
earnings 	 goods 	 trousers 

111  

R ule 18: Some nouns have the same spelling for both singular and plural forms. 
athletics 	 politics 	 deer 

"16t 	 scissors 	 sheep 	 head (of cattle) 

Rule 19 : Collective nouns are singular in form but refer to a group of persons or things. When 
the context of the sentence indicates the group is acting as a whole, the collective noun 
takes the singular verb. When the context emphasizes the individual members of the 
group, the collective noun takes a plural verb. 
class 	 board 	 committee 	jury 

R ule 20: The use of the apostrophe with letters, numbers, and symbols is in a state of transition. 
Capital letters, numbers, and abbreviations seldom use an apostrophe with the plural 
forms. Lowercase letters and symbols typically use the apostrophe to form the plural. 
Singular forms containing an apostrophe are made plural by adding -s. When in doubt, 
check an up-to-date reference manual. 

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 

a a's 7 7s 
C Cs + +'s 
1990 1990s No. Nos. 

Directions: On the blank line, write the plural form of the given word. 

1. deer 6. luggage 

2. don't 7. No. 

3. earnings 8. p and q 

4. ethics 9. proceeds 

5. fish 10. sheep 

Use these principles in contextual material as you complete Exercise 
4-4 on the template diskette. 
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Possessive Forms of Nouns 
Possessive case nouns show ownership. Although some argue inanimate objects cannot "possess" something, 
this text-workbook takes the most frequently used approach that any noun can show possession within the 
context of a sentence. The following guidelines apply to forming possessives of nouns. 

R ule 21: Both singular and plural nouns that do not end in an s sound form their possessives by 
adding apostrophe s ('s). 

NOUN POSSESSIVE NOUN POSSESSIVE 

baby baby's executive-- _ executive's 
children children's data data's 
man man's wife wife's 

Look in the children's toy box for the baby's rattle. 

R ule 22: Singular nouns of one syllable ending with an s sound are made possessive by adding 
apostrophe s ('s). Singular nouns of more than one syllable ending with an s sound are 
made possessive by adding either an apostrophe (') or an apostrophe s ('s). (Note: 
Although style manuals vary, this text-workbook will be consistent in applying Rule 22.) 

NOUN POSSESSIVE NOUN POSSESSIVE 

Bess, 
fox 

Bess's 
fox's 

Curtis 
business 

Curtis' (s) 
business' (s) 

Tess's grades are not comparable to Francis', but her boss's concern helps her self-esteem. 

R ule 23: Plural nouns ending in -s are made possessive by the addition of an apostrophe alone ('). 

NOUN POSSESSIVE NOUN POSSESSIVE 

ladies ladies' robots robots' 
months months' boys boys' 

My parents' directions have guided the boys' and girls' occupational choices. 

Directions: Reduce the wordiness of these expressions by using possessive nouns. 

1. the bristles 	 5. the edges 
of the brushes 	 of the knives 

2. the points of 	 6. presentation 
the compass 	of Mrs. Moss 	  

3. the maintenance 	 7. the diction 
of the complex 	of the speaker 	  

4. the birthday 	 8. the books 
of James 	of the students 	  

0  Gain additional practice as you complete Exercise 4-5 on the template 
  diskette. 
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Name 	  

Possessives of Compounds 

JOINT AND SINGULAR POSSESSION  

R ule 24: Compound words are made possessive by the addition of an apostrophe s ('s) to the final 
word. 

NOUN 
	

POSSESSIVE 
	

NOUN 	POSSESSIVE 

well wisher 	well wisher's 	 runner-up 	runner-up's 

The built-in's oak door installed by my sister-in-law's brother is beautiful. 

Rule 25: When an indication of joint ownership is desired, make the last noun alone possessive. 
When an indication of separate ownership is desired, make each noun possessive. 

JOINT OWNERSHIP 	SEPARATE OWNERSHIP  

Jessica and Bill's computer 	Jessica's and Bill's computers 

Directions: Reduce the wordiness of these expressions by using the correct possessive nouns. 

1. Documentation of Al and Carrie 	  

2. Blue gowns of Alice and Emily 	  

3. Vocabulary of an Anglo-Saxon 	  

4. Stations of the coast guard 	
fft 

5. Carrying cases of floppy disks 	  

6. Checking account of husband and wife 	  

7. Signatures of Mom and Dad 	  

8. Potential of the play-off 	  

9. Speech of the president-elect 	  

10. Awards of the runners-up 	  

A 

For additional practice, complete Exercise 4-6 on the template disk. 
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Review of Possessives 

"11 	 Directions: On the blank line to the right of each sentence, write the correct possessive form of the noun 
in parentheses. 

1. Though they are long gone, (Laurel and Hardy) antics still delight millions of television viewers. 

2. (Entertainment) new activity guide provides many forms of enjoyment for everyone. 	 

sal) 	3. The (mosquitos) buzzing in the dark kept me awake much of the night. 	  

4. (Sarah) four (B) on her report card tend to indicate her level of achievement. 	  
-U, 

5. Our (business) transactions are all recorded in this (directory) file. 	  

.1"1) 

6. The (concerto) B-flat stanza was played particularly well by Ashley. 	 

7. The polls are demonstrating the (front-runner) ability to spend money. 	  

8. Your (credit card) numbers are illegible; please contact the (manager) office for a new card. 	 

.46.1 

wi4 	
9. Robert (Burns) poetry touches (Tess) heart very deeply. 	  

10. (Romeo and Juliet) balcony scene is the most famous part of this Shakespearian play. 	  

•.4 

11. Please obtain (Tricia and Sylvia) sizes so I can make the (bridesmaids) dresses. 	  

'2!) 

12. The income (tax) regulations still cause confusion every April. 	  

13. The state (witnesses) testimonies were pivotal in the conviction. 	  

14. (Hideo and Curtis) duties include cleaning the stadium after home games, made easier by the (team) 

711  victories. 	  

15. The (sweepstakes) rules have been printed on the back of every entry. 	  
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